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LBStech
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Next Plan

LBS tech provides fast and accurate information
from move to use necessary for the life of persons
with disabilities(PWD).

Based on the successful case of Sejong smart city in
Korea, LBStech enters the World market.

We aim to realize a barrier-free smart city that
improves the rights to move and use for PWD.
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Services
G-EYE +
Walking navigation and Non-face-to-face
order / payment
service for visually impaired

G-EYE Low vision
Walking navigation service for the low
vision

G-EYE Kiosk
Non-face-to-face order / payment
service for the low vision

Demonstration of G-EYE+ for visually impaired
We conduct a demonstration test of the use/move
services with local visually impaired people including
the blind and the low vision.
We demonstrate from use to move :
Select store and non-face-to-face order/pay. Move to
the store based on the walking guidance and pick up
food or beverage.
Through a precise local walkway map and the
barrier-free store environment, we wish to construct
a barrier-free smart city where visually impaired can
access.
Based on successful demonstration and localized
service, we expand the service area throughout
Vietnam.
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Partners

G-EYE Wheel
Pedestrian navigation service for
wheelchair users

Road Scanner
Social mapping platform for collecting

UWW

DRD vietnam

MSD vietnam

Shinhan S² Bridge

LBStech
creates a barrier-free city
accessible to everyone
in the World.

Smart-City
drawn by LBS Tech

Use
Non-face-to-face order/payment
Through the non-face-to-face order
/payment service, visually impaired
people can order on their own without
visiting the store.

Move
Walking navigation
Through the optimized route guidance
that reflects the walkway hazards
information, pedestrians with the visual
impairment can walk safely in the city.

Smart City
Barrier-free smart city
Through the fast and accurate
information from move to use necessary
for the life of persons with disabilities, a
barrier-free smart city where the rights to
move and use for persons with
disabilities are improved is realized.

Everywhere
Accessible
to Everyone

Barrier-free

LBSTECH
New leap of LBStech. We begin in Ho Chi Minh.

